Setting vs. Stimulus Events Quiz

Directions:
For each example, decide whether it is a stimulus (or trigger) event (T) or a setting event (S) or both (T/S).

_____ 1. Requested to stop a liked activity
_____ 2. Lack of sleep
_____ 3. Tactilely defensive child is touched unexpectedly
_____ 4. Dislikes math, asked to get out math book
_____ 5. Family life changes
_____ 6. Teacher or peer has on strong perfume
_____ 7. Missed the bus
_____ 8. Had an argument with sibling before school
_____ 9. Fire alarm at school goes off unexpectedly
_____ 10. Asked to come in from recess when having an enjoyable time
_____ 11. Light above desk keeps flickering
_____ 12. Medication change
_____ 13. Missed a meal
_____ 14. Change in weather; allergy season
_____ 15. Substitute teacher
_____ 16. Unexpected assembly
_____ 17. Expected favorite lunch is changed without warning
_____ 18. Desks are rearranged from usual pattern
_____ 19. Teacher had long hair and, over the weekend, got it cut short
_____ 20. Favorite person seen walking by classroom door